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Uveal melanoma (UM) arises from transformed melanocytes in the 
uvea of the eye, which consists of the choroid, iris, and ciliary body 
(Jager et al., 2020). The primary tumor is treatable, however, approx-
imately 50% of patients develop fatal metastases, predominately to 
the liver, for which there are no FDA- approved treatments (Jager 
et al., 2020). Unfortunately, therapies that have been successful for 
cutaneous melanoma (CM), such as targeted therapies or immuno-
therapies, have not improved UM survival (Jager et al., 2020). Thus, 

there is a great need to gain a deeper understanding of UM, as well 
as to develop effective in vivo chemical screening strategies to iden-
tify therapeutic candidates.

The vast majority (~90%) of UM patients present with an acti-
vating mutation in GNAQ/11, or another component of its path-
way (Fallico et al., 2021). Two major signaling axes downstream of 
GNAQ/11 have been implicated in UM: PLCβ4- RasGRP3- MAPK and 
Trio- Rho/Rac- FAK- YAP (Chen et al., 2017; Feng et al., 2014, 2019; 
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Abstract
Uveal melanoma (UM) is the most common primary malignancy of the adult eye but 
lacks any FDA- approved therapy for the deadly metastatic disease. Thus, there is a 
great need to dissect the driving mechanisms for UM and develop strategies to evalu-
ate potential therapeutics. Using an autochthonous zebrafish model, we previously 
identified MITF, the master melanocyte transcription factor, as a tumor suppressor 
in GNAQQ209L- driven UM. Here, we show that zebrafish mitfa- deficient GNAQQ209L- 
driven tumors significantly up- regulate neural crest markers, and that higher expres-
sion of a melanoma- associated neural crest signature correlates with poor UM patient 
survival. We further determined how the mitfa- null state, as well as expression of 
GNAQQ209L, YAPS127A;S381A, or BRAFV600E oncogenes, impacts melanocyte lineage 
cells before they acquire the transformed state. Specifically, examination 5 days post- 
fertilization showed that mitfa- deficiency is sufficient to up- regulate pigment progen-
itor and neural crest markers, while GNAQQ209L expression promotes a proliferative 
phenotype that is further enhanced by YAPS127A;S381A co- expression. Finally, we show 
that this oncogene- induced proliferative phenotype can be used to screen chemical 
inhibitors for their efficacy against the UM pathway. Overall, this study establishes 
that a neural crest signature correlates with poor UM survival, and describes an in 
vivo assay for preclinical trials of potential UM therapeutics.
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Moore et al., 2018; Yu et al., 2014). Notably, using an autochthonous 
zebrafish model, we have previously established that active YAP, and 
not PLCβ4, is sufficient to rapidly drive UM tumorigenesis (Phelps 
et al., 2022). This is in stark contrast to CM, which is largely driven 
by activating mutations in NRAS or BRAF, and is highly dependent 
upon MAPK pathway activation (Lee et al., 2011).

In many tumor types, dedifferentiation is a frequent hallmark of 
more aggressive disease, as dedifferentiated cells are often more plas-
tic and proliferative (Jögi et al., 2012; Tang, 2012). This concept is well 
established for CM, which is particularly deadly if dedifferentiated 
(Müller et al., 2014; Rabbie et al., 2019). In the case of UM, BAP1 loss 
has been strongly implicated in poor prognosis (Harbour et al., 2010), 
and modeling BAP1 loss in UM cells in vitro caused dedifferentiation 
(Matatall et al., 2013). Consequently, BAP1 is hypothesized to func-
tion as a UM tumor suppressor by blocking dedifferentiation.

We previously developed a zebrafish model of UM in which a 
GNAQQ209L transgene is expressed in the melanocytic lineage using 
the promoter of the zebrafish master melanocyte transcription factor 
mitfa (Perez et al., 2018; Phelps et al., 2022). When combined with a 
tp53 mutant allele (tp53M214K/M214K, herein simplified to tp53−/−) the re-
sulting Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53−/− transgenics develop tumors with 
all the core characteristics of human UM tumors (Perez et al., 2018; 
Phelps et al., 2022). We recently found that mitfa behaves as a po-
tent tumor suppressor in this model (Phelps et al., 2022). Specifically, 
when combined with mitfaw2/w2 mutant alleles (henceforth simplified 
to mitfa−/−), the Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53−/− transgenic zebrafish de-
velop tumors more rapidly, and with increased invasive phenotypes, 
compared to mitfa+/+ controls (Phelps et al., 2022). Moreover, mitfa 
deficiency was sufficient to cooperate with GNAQQ209L in UM for-
mation even in the presence of wildtype tp53 (Phelps et al., 2022). 
Notably, mitfa is essential for melanocyte differentiation and sur-
vival, but also fully dispensable for the establishment and mainte-
nance of melanocyte stem cells (Johnson et al., 2011), as well as for 

activation of the mitfa promoter that drives GNAQQ209L expression 
in our transgenics (Figure S1; Perez et al., 2018; Phelps et al., 2022). 
Thus, we hypothesize that MITF deficiency causes melanocyte lin-
eage cells to be locked in a more progenitor- like state, which some-
how enables UM tumorigenesis.

We began this current study by asking whether our zebraf-
ish mitfa- deficient GNAQQ209L tumors are more dedifferentiated 
than their mitfa- wildtype counterparts. For this, we analyzed bulk 
RNA- sequencing data from Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53−/− (abbrevi-
ated to Qpm+), Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53−/−;mitfa−/− (Qpm−), and 
Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);mitfa−/− (Qm−) UM tumors, as well as zebraf-
ish Tg(mitfa:BRAFV600E);tp53−/− (Bpm+) CM tumors for comparison 
(GSE190802). We determined the relative expression of various 
melanocyte lineage markers (Table S1) by first calculating the z- 
score for each gene in the considered gene list, and then calculat-
ing the average z- score for all genes in each gene set for each tumor 
(Figure 1a). We first examined the relative expression of differenti-
ated melanocyte markers and, as expected, found them significantly 
down- regulated in mitfa- deficient UM tumors (Qpm− and Qm−), 
compared to mitfa- wildtype UM (Qpm+) and also CM (Bpm+) tumors 
(Figure 1a, left panel). We then extended our analyses to consider 
gene sets associated with progressively more dedifferentiated states: 
pigment progenitors and neural crest cells. We observed that Bpm+ 
tumors had significantly higher expression of both programs com-
pared to Qpm+ (Figure 1a, middle and right panels, respectively). This 
is consistent with prior literature that BRAFV600E- driven zebrafish 
CMs re- express the neural crest marker crestin at melanoma initia-
tion (Kaufman et al., 2016). Importantly, these melanocytic progeni-
tors and neural crest programs were also upregulated significantly in 
Qpm− and Qm− tumors compared to Qpm+ (Figure 1a, middle and 
right panels), with the neural crest program showing the highest de-
gree of significance. Thus, in agreement with our prior histopatho-
logical observations (Phelps et al., 2022), these data establish that 

F I G U R E  1  mitfa deficiency correlates with the upregulation of dedifferentiation markers in GNAQQ209L- driven tumors. Genotypes (with 
abbreviations) for zebrafish tumor RNA- sequencing data are as follows: Tg(mitfa:BRAFV600E);tp53−/− (Bpm+), Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53−/− 
(Qpm+), Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53−/−;mitfa−/− (Qpm−), and Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53−/−;mitfa−/− (Qm−). (a) Expression of melanocyte, pigment 
progenitor, or neural crest marker genes in Bpm+, Qpm+, Qpm−, or Qm− zebrafish tumors. Zebrafish lineage marker gene lists were from 
Howard IV et al., 2021 (Table S1). Z- scores were calculated for each gene within the gene set and then summed for each sample, and divided 
by the total number of genes in the list. Data are presented as mean ± SD. Statistical analyses were determined by Student's unpaired 
t- test. Left panel: Melanocyte marker comparisons: Bpm+ vs. Qpm+ p = 0.0017**, Qpm+ vs. Qpm− or Qm− p < 0.0001****, Qpm− vs. Qm− 
p = 0.0532 n.s. Middle panel: Pigment progenitor comparisons: Bpm+ vs. Qpm+ p = 0.0017, Qpm+ vs. Qpm− p = 0.0065**, Qpm+ vs. Qm− 
p = 0.0008***, Qpm− vs. Qm− p = 0.9808 n.s. Right panel: Neural crest marker comparisons: Bpm+ vs. Qpm+ p = 0.0417*, Qpm+ vs. Qpm− 
or Qm− p < 0.0001****, Qpm− vs. Qm− p = 0.0511 n.s. (b) Application of a melanoma- associated neural crest signature (Tsoi et al., 2018) to 
UVM patient survival obtained from TCGA (n = 80 patients). Kaplan– Meier curve of progression- free UVM survival of patients with higher 
expression of this signature (upper quartile, n = 20 patients) compared to lower expression (bottom quartile, n = 20 patients). p = 0.0014 
(determined by log- rank test).

(a) (b)
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mitfa- deficient GNAQQ209L- driven tumors are more dedifferentiated 
than their mitfa- WT counterparts, and show enrichment of both 
pigment progenitor and neural crest markers. We hypothesize that 
these dedifferentiation phenotypes serve to enable the accelerated 
onset and enhanced progression of GNAQQ209L- driven tumorigenesis 
caused by the mitfa- deficient background.

To determine if our findings are relevant to human UM, we in-
terrogated RNA- sequencing data from the single UM patient co-
hort (UVM cohort, n = 80) present in the Tumor Cancer Genome 
Atlas (TCGA). Previous work has identified unique transcriptional 
signatures of four different stages of melanocyte differentiation in 
human CM by comparing sequencing data from melanocytes with 
that from human embryonic stem cells induced to differentiate into 
neural crest cells, melanocyte progenitors, and melanocytes (Tsoi 
et al., 2018). This study found that the melanoma neural crest sig-
nature was enriched in invasive CM. We examined the melanoma 
neural crest signature in the UVM patient cohort (Figure 1b) and 
found that higher expression (upper quartile; n = 20) correlated with 
significantly decreased progression- free UVM survival, compared to 
lower expression (lower quartile; n = 20). Overall, our data show that 
expression of neural crest markers correlates with accelerated UM 
development and shortened lifespan in our zebrafish UM model, as 
well as poor prognosis of human UM.

The development and progression of tumors require additional 
genetic and epigenetic changes beyond the initial tumor- initiating 
mutation. The RNA- sequencing analyses above were conducted in 
tumors, and thus reflect the holistic effect of accumulated genetic 
and epigenetic changes. Given this, we sought to determine how 
mitfa- deficiency, with or without the expression of the UM- driving 
oncogenes, GNAQQ209L and YAPS127A;S381A (henceforth simplified to 
YAPAA), or the CM- driving BRAFV600E, impact melanocyte lineage cells 
before they acquire the transformed state. We had previously shown 
that GNAQQ209L alters the biological phenotypes of melanocytes in 
zebrafish larvae 5 days post- fertilization (dpf; Perez et al., 2018), and 
thus selected this early time point for our analyses. For this study, we 
crossed no- oncogene, Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L), or Tg(mitfa:BRAFV600E) 
zebrafish to a Tg(mitfa:EGFP) reporter, to allow isolation of the mela-
nocyte lineage cells, or utilized Tg(mitfa:YAPAA;mitfa:EGFP) zebrafish, 
which already carry an EGFP marker. The YAPAA- expressing zebraf-
ish were on a tp53+/− background, while the other genotypes were 
all tp53+/+. Although tp53+/− should be phenotypically equivalent to 
tp53+/+, we included both tp53+/− and tp53+/+ no- oncogene samples 
as controls. We conducted crosses to generate 500– 1000 5 dpf ze-
brafish larvae for all of the genotypes (listed in Figure 2a along with 
their abbreviations), with n = 3– 4 independent pools for each. For 
every sample, we removed the eyes, because they contain contam-
inating mitfa- expressing RPE cells, and then dissociated the larvae 
and used fluorescence- activated cell sorting (FACS) to isolate the 
mitfa:GFP+ cells. These samples were then subjected to bulk RNA- 
sequencing (GSE197927) and computational analyses.

We first performed principal component analysis on all samples 
and observed good co- clustering of the genotype samples in most 
cases (Figure S2). Notably, the mitfa+/+ and mitfa−/− no- oncogene 

samples each co- clustered regardless of whether they were tp53+/− 
or tp53+/+, exactly as expected (Figure S2). Most importantly, PC1 
largely divided samples based on mitfa status, and this separation 
was further enhanced by the added expression of the GNAQQ209L, 
YAPAA, or BRAFV600E oncogenes. Thus, mitfa- deficiency has a pro-
found impact on gene expression in untransformed melanocyte 
lineage cells. Given this finding, we looked closely at the specific 
genes differentially expressed between mitfa deficient (m−) versus 
wildtype (m+) larvae, in the absence of an oncogene (Figure 2b). 
As expected, melanocyte differentiation and pigmentation genes 
(pmela, dct, tyrp1a, tyrp1b, oca2, tspan10, tyr, and slc45a2; Howard 
IV et al., 2021) were significantly down- regulated in m− versus m+ 
larvae. Moreover, markers of neural crest and/or pigment progeni-
tors (pax3a, gpx3, tfec, ltk, and bco2b; Howard IV et al., 2021; Nikaido 
et al., 2021; Petratou et al., 2021) were significantly up- regulated 
in m− versus m+, indicating that mitfa- expressing m− cells are less 
differentiated. As anticipated, these differences were also largely 
observed in the no oncogene m− versus m+ samples that included 
tp53+/− cells [Tg(mitfa:EGFP);tp53+/− or +/+;mitfa−/− (abbreviated p+/−m−) 
versus Tg(mitfa:EGFP);tp53+/− or +/+ (abbreviated p+/−m+)] (Figure S3). 
We note that some of these neural crests and/or pigment progeni-
tors marker genes are also expressed in other zebrafish pigmented 
cell types, including iridophores (tfec, ltk; Petratou et al., 2021) and 
xanthophores (bco2b; Saunders et al., 2019). Iridophores do not 
express mitfa (Curran et al., 2010), and thus would not have been 
isolated in our study since they would be negative for EGFP. In con-
trast, prior single- cell sequencing data revealed that a subset of 
xanthophores does express mitfa (Saunders et al., 2019). Thus, it is 
possible that xanthophores contribute some of the bco2b signals in 
our study, but it seems unlikely that these cells account for the dif-
ferential expression levels between the mitfa wildtype and deficient 
states, as other known xanthophore markers (xdh, pax7a, gch2, aox5, 
and pax7b; Howard IV et al., 2021) were not significantly different 
between the mitfa- wildtype and deficient larval cells. Consequently, 
the observed up- regulation of pigment progenitor and/or neural 
crest marker genes strongly suggests that mitfa- deficiency increases 
the representation of larval cells in a melanocyte precursor or neural 
crest state. Importantly, this mirrors the expression patterns of m− 
UM tumors, consistent with the notion that mitfa- deficiency accel-
erates UM development and progression, at least in part, by enabling 
these less differentiated states.

We then further analyzed our sequencing data to identify cel-
lular processes that differ between m− and m+ cells without on-
cogenic mutations. For this, we performed Gene Set Expression 
Analysis (GSEA) and display the significant results in a Cytoscape 
Enrichment Map (Figure 2c, full results in Table S2). This shows 
that m+ cells are enriched for pigmentation, melanocyte differen-
tiation, and extracellular matrix programs (shown in blue), whereas 
m− cells show a striking enrichment for cell cycle, DNA repair and 
replication, chromatin modification, transcription, splicing, and 
translation programs (shown in red; Figure 2c). Importantly, these 
are the same programs that we previously found to be enriched in 
tumors that were Qpm− compared to Qpm+ (Phelps et al., 2022). 
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Thus, we can now conclude that the pro- proliferation and pro- 
biosynthesis signatures observed in Qpm− tumors exist, at least 
to a certain extent, in the m− untransformed state, and are also 
independent of tp53- status. Overall, our data show that the mela-
nocytic lineage of m-  larvae significantly up- regulate neural crest 

and pigment progenitor marker genes, as well as pro- proliferative 
processes, and these programs are hallmarks of the resulting 
mitfa- deficient tumors.

Next, we evaluated the relative melanocyte differentiation 
states across all of our larval genotypes, including those carrying 

F I G U R E  2  mitfa deficiency and GNAQQ209L expression drive proliferation programs in larval zebrafish melanocyte lineage cells. (a) 
Larval genotypes and abbreviations used in bulk RNA- sequencing of 5 dpf mitfa:GFP+ cells. mitfa−/− = mitfaw2/w2. Samples labeled tp53+/− (= 
tp53+/M214K) were all derived from an intercross of tp53+/− and tp53+/+ fish and thus are a 50:50 mix of these two genotypes. (b) Volcano 
plot depicting differentially expressed genes between m+ and m− larval cells. Statistically significant (adjusted p- value < 0.05) genes in 
blue or red, statistically insignificant (adjusted p- value > 0.05) in grey. (c) Cytoscape enrichment map depiction of re- occurring differential 
cellular processes in m+ vs. m− larval cells, determined by Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), filtered to FDR q- value < 0.05 (full results 
in Table S2). Red are programs upregulated in m+, blue are programs up in m−. The circle size denotes the number of genes in each gene 
set, length of connecting line depicts the amount of gene set overlap. (d) Expression of neural crest lineage markers in larval melanocyte 
lineage cells; genotype abbreviations listed in (a). Data are presented as mean ± SD and statistical analyses determined by Student's unpaired 
t- test. Left panel: Melanocyte marker expression. m+ vs. m− p = 0.0139*, Qm+ vs. Qm− p = 0.0398*, Bm+ vs. Bm− p = 0.0002***, p+/−m+ 
vs. p+/−m− p = 0.0015**, Yp+/−m+ vs. Yp+/−m− p = 0.0212*, Yp+/−m+ vs p+/−m+ p = 0.0081**. Middle panel: Pigment progenitor marker 
expression. Statistical analyses were determined by Student's unpaired t- test. m+ vs. m− p = 0.1075, Qm+ vs. Qm− p = 0.0506 n.s. Right 
panel: Neural crest marker expression. m+ vs. m− p = 0.1953, Qm+ vs. m+ p = 0.0113*, Qm− vs. m− p = 0.006**, Bm+ vs. Bm− p = 0.0215*, 
Bm+ vs. m+ p = 0.0045**, Bm− vs. m− p = 0.0095**, Yp+/−m− vs p+/−m− p = 0.1394 n.s. (e) Cytoscape enrichment map depiction of re- 
occurring differential cellular processes in Qm+ vs. m+ larvae, determined by Gene Set Enrichment Analysis (GSEA), filtered to FDR q- 
value < 0.05 (full results in Table S2). Red are programs upregulated in Qm+, blue are programs upregulated in m+. The circle size denotes the 
number of genes in each gene set, length of connecting line depicts the amount of gene set overlap. (f) Dot plot summary of GSEA results of 
different pair- wise comparisons from the Tg(mitfa:EGFP) larval RNA- sequencing dataset. Color represents NES and dot size represents FDR 
(full results and amended gene lists in Table S2).

(a)

(c)

(e)

(f)

(d)

(b)
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oncogenes (Figure 2a) using the method described in Figure 1a. 
Unsurprisingly, melanocyte markers were significantly down- 
regulated in mitfa−/− larval samples, relative to their mitfa+/+ coun-
terpart, regardless of the oncogenic driver (Figure 2d, left panel). 
Interestingly, larval samples that were mitfa+/+ and carried con-
stitutively active YAP [Tg(mitfa:YAPAA;mitfa:EGFP);tp53+/− or +/+ 
(abbreviated Ym+)] expressed significantly lower levels of melano-
cyte markers than any of the other m+ genotypes, suggesting that 
YAPAA leads to a less differentiated state in the mitfaWT background 
(Figure 2d, left panel). Consistent with the differentiation gene 
analyses above (Figure 2b), the no- oncogene m− and p+/−m− sam-
ples both displayed pigment progenitor and neural crest marker 
gene scores that trended higher than no- oncogene m+ and p+/−m+ 
(Figure 2d, middle and right panels). Somewhat unexpectedly, the 
added presence of the GNAQQ209L, YAPAA, or BRAFV600E oncogenes 
tended to lower the expression of these dedifferentiation markers, 
for both the m− and m+ states (Figure 2d, middle and right pan-
els). This was particularly striking for neural crest markers, which 
were significantly lowered by the presence of either GNAQQ209L or 
BRAFV600E in both the m− and m+ background, compared to their 
no- oncogene controls (Figure 2d, right panel). Since the oncogenes 
did not increase the levels of melanocyte markers, compared to their 
no- oncogene controls, it seems unlikely that the oncogenes serve to 
promote differentiation. An alternative possibility is that they per-
turb melanocyte differentiation, such that the cells diverge from the 
typical melanocytic, pigment progenitor, and neural crest programs 
and/or display a hybrid state. Clearly, additional experiments will be 
required to assess this possibility.

We also considered the impact of oncogenic GNAQ on cellu-
lar processes in melanocyte lineage cells in the larvae in a mitfaWT 
background. We performed GSEA and show key significant re-
sults in a Cytoscape enrichment map (Figure 2e, complete results 
in Table S2). Notably, expression of GNAQQ209L alone had a similar 
effect on cellular processes in larval cells as mitfa deficiency alone; 
Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);Tg(mitfa:EGFP; abbreviated Qm+) showed sig-
nificant upregulation of cell cycle, DNA replication, transcription, 
splicing, and translation programs relative to no- oncogene m+ con-
trols, which is strikingly similar to the impact of mitfa- deficiency on 
larval cells in the no- oncogene context (Figure 2c). Qm+ were also 
particularly enriched for proteasome- related genes, and we noted 
that these are abundant within GSEA proliferation gene sets. Thus, 
we removed proteasome- related genes from those proliferation gene 
sets (marked “_Amended”, Table S2, Figure 2f) and re- ran GSEA to 
specifically consider changes in the expression of proliferation regu-
lators. These amended gene sets were significantly enriched in Qm+, 
showing that the proliferation signature enrichment truly reflected 
induction of cell cycle programs, and was not simply driven by pro-
teasome genes (Figure 2f). This offers a mechanistic explanation for 
our prior observations that GNAQQ209L expression leads to melano-
cyte defects, including an increased number of overall melanocytes, 
in zebrafish larvae at 5 dpf (Perez et al., 2018). In concert with the 
up- regulation of proliferation and translation gene sets, our anal-
yses showed that the GNAQQ209L- expressing cells, as well as the 

no- oncogene mitfa- deficient cells, are significantly enriched for MYC 
target genes relative to no- oncogene m+ controls (Figure 2f, com-
plete results in Table S2). This is highly reminiscent of the upregulation 
of MYC targets which is a hallmark of Qpm− tumors relative to their 
Qpm+ counterparts (Phelps et al., 2022). This observation, as well as 
the finding that GNAQQ209L expression or mitfa- deficiency alone in 
un- transformed larval cells leads to upregulation of similar programs 
as Qpm− tumors relative to Qpm+ counterparts, provides a possible 
mechanistic understanding of how the combination of GNAQQ209L 
expression and mitfa- deficiency accelerates tumorigenesis.

We also considered how YAPAA and BRAFV600E modulate m+ 
melanocyte lineage cells, in comparison to GNAQQ209L (Figure 2f, 
complete results in Table S2). YAPAA also induced significant up- 
regulation of cell cycle and DNA replication programs, including 
the amended (Δ proteosome) gene sets, albeit to a lesser extent 
than GNAQQ209L, whereas BRAFV600E had no significant effect on 
these gene sets (Figure 2f). YAPAA diverged from GNAQQ209L in 
other regards. Neither it, nor BRAFV600E, up- regulated the splic-
ing, translation, or MYC target gene data sets that were induced by 
GNAQQ209L (Figure 2f). Indeed, translation processes were signifi-
cantly down- regulated in YAPAA relative to its no- transgene control 
(Figure 2f). In contrast to either GNAQQ209L or BRAFV600E, YAPAA 
up- regulated Hippo signaling, although this was not significant. 
Additionally, as described above (see Figure 2d, left panel), YAPAA 
significantly down- regulated MITF target genes (Figure 2f). Finally, 
and somewhat unexpectedly, the BRAFV600E- expressing cells were 
not enriched for MAPK signaling, compared to the no- transgene 
control (Figure 2f). Since MAPK signaling is the predominant effec-
tor pathway in BRAFV600E- driven CM, including in zebrafish tumors, 
we conclude that this must be up- regulated to enable these cells to 
transition into the tumorigenic state.

We previously reported that GNAQQ209L expression leads to 
an increased number of mature melanocytes in zebrafish larvae by 
5 dpf, suggesting that GNAQQ209L promotes melanocyte prolifera-
tion (Perez et al., 2018). To further explore this, we utilized FACS 
to determine the representation of mitfa:GFP+ (herein referred 
to as “GFP+”) melanocyte lineage cells in dissociated 5 dpf larvae 
expressing GNAQQ209L, YAPAA, or no- oncogene (Figure 3a). Qm+ 
larvae contain a significantly higher proportion of GFP+ cells than 
no- oncogene m+ controls, consistent with the previously observed 
increase in mature melanocytes (Perez et al., 2018), and also the up- 
regulation of proliferation programs in Qm+ larvae (Figure 3a, left 
panel). In contrast, the YAPAA expressing (Ym+) larvae did not display 
a higher representation of GFP+ cells (Figure 3a, right panel). Since 
the mitfa:EGFP reporter differs between our YAPAA and GNAQQ209L 
models (i.e., has distinct integration sites), we cannot rule out that 
the Ym+ cells have weaker GFP expression, and thus are not as well 
detected by FACS. However, the lower representation of GFP+ cells 
in YAPAA versus GNAQQ209L is entirely consistent with the more 
modest upregulation of proliferation gene sets in Yp+/−m+ versus 
Qm+ GFP+ cells (Figure 3a).

Since GNAQQ209L and YAPAA both upregulate proliferation pro-
grams, and active GNAQ and nuclear YAP occur concurrently in 
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patient UM, we wondered whether GNAQQ209L and YAPAA could 
cooperate to drive melanocytic lineage proliferation. We generated 
Tg(mitfa:YAPAA;mitfa:EGFP); Tg(mitfa:GNAQQ209L);tp53- WT;mitfa- WT 
(QYm+) larvae and found that the representation of GFP+ cells was 
increased approximately threefold compared to Ym+, and twofold 
compared to Qm+, indicating that co- expression of these oncogenes 
amplifies the proliferation phenotype (Figure 3a, right panel). Given 
this finding, we wondered whether these combined oncogenes would 
also promote tumorgenicity. Previously, we found that Qm+ zebrafish 
develop tumors rarely, and with long latency, but in combination with 
tp53- loss develop UM with complete penetrance (Perez et al., 2018). 
Similarly, Ym+ only develops tumors in combination with tp53- loss 
(Figure S4). In stark contrast, GNAQQ209L and YAPAA were sufficient to 
drive rapid tumorigenesis in the presence of wildtype tp53 (Figure 3b; 
p < 0.0001 for QYm+ vs. Ym+). Thus, we conclude that GNAQQ209L and 
YAPAA cooperate to increase the proportion of melanocyte lineage cells 
and rapidly drive tumorigenesis. This suggests that the increased pro-
portion of melanocytes at 5 dpf may be an indicator of tumorigenicity.

Given the desperate need for UM therapies, we asked whether 
the larval proliferative phenotype could be used as a readout for 
in vivo drug screens. Specifically, we wanted to identify inhibitors 
that would suppress the elevated representation of GFP+ cells in 
Qm+ and QYm+, but not the m+ control, larvae. Additionally, as 
YAP seems to be the dominant effector pathway in UM (Phelps 
et al., 2022), we also included Ym+ larvae. For this assay, we crossed 
zebrafish to yield 60– 80 embryos for each genotype and sample, 
which were placed in Petri dishes and then treated at 30 hours post- 
fertilization (hpf) with chemical inhibitors or vehicle by addition to 
the fish water. The representation of GFP+ cells was quantified at 
5 dpf using our dissociation/FACS protocol depicted in Figure 3c. 
We focused on compounds that had been previously tested in vari-
ous UM contexts (cells, mouse models, and/or patients) to determine 
the degree to which our zebrafish assay would recapitulate previ-
ously observed results.

We first studied the impact of MEK inhibition on the represen-
tation of m+, Qm+, Y+, or QYm+ melanocyte lineage cells. Although 

F I G U R E  3  GNAQQ209L and YAPAA cooperate to drive tp53- WT tumorigenesis and YAP pathway inhibitors decrease the proportion of 
mitfa- expressing cells in GNAQQ209L larvae. Genotype abbreviations for larvae are in Figure 2a. (a) The proportion of mitfa:GFP+ in m+, 
Qm+, Ym+, or QYm+ larvae as determined by flow cytometry. Data are presented as mean ± SD. Number of replicates: m+ n = 4, Qm+ 
n = 10, Ym+ n = 2, QYm+ n = 2. Statistical analyses determined by Student's unpaired t- test: Qm+ vs. m+ p = 0.0036**, QYm+ vs. Ym+ 
p = 0.0225. (b) Kaplan– Meier of overall survival. Cohort sizes: QYm+ n = 55 zebrafish, Ym+ n = 60 zebrafish. Survival statistics determined 
by log- rank test: QYm+ vs. Ym+ p < 0.0001. (c) Experimental protocol of the zebrafish larvae chemical inhibitor assay (schematic created 
with BioRe nder.com). (d– g) m+, Qm+, Ym+, and QYm+ were treated with DMSO or a chemical inhibitor following the protocol depicted in (c). 
The number of replicates for each panel is as follows. Trametinib: m+ DMSO n = 6, Drug n = 5; Qm+ DMSO n = 6, Drug n = 5; Ym+ DMSO 
n = 2, Drug n = 2; QYm+ DMSO n = 4, Drug n = 3. Verteporfin: m+ DMSO n = 4, Drug n = 6; Qm+ DMSO n = 3, Drug n = 6; Ym+ DMSO 
n = 1, Drug n = 1; QYm+ DMSO n = 2, Drug QY n = 3. PND- 1186: m+ DMSO n = 3, Drug n = 1; Qm+ DMSO n = 2, Drug Qm+ n = 2; Ym+ 
DMSO n = 2, Drug n = 1; QYm+ DMSO n = 5, Drug n = 2. LY294002: m+ DMSO n = 6, Drug m+ n = 2; Qm+ DMSO n = 6, Drug Qm+ n = 2; 
Ym+ DMSO n = 2, Drug n = 1; QYm+ DMSO n = 4, Drug QYm+ n = 2. Data are presented as mean ± SD. Statistical analyses (determined by 
Student's unpaired t- test) are as follows. m+ Drug vs. m+ DMSO: Trametinib p = 0.0014**, Verteporfin p = 0.19 n.s., PND- 1186 p = 0.6914 
n.s., Ly294002 p = 0.4507 n.s. Qm+ Drug vs. Qm+ DMSO: Trametinib p = 0.0909 n.s, Verteporfin p = 0.0146*, PND- 1186 p = 0.0272*, 
Ly294002 p = 0.1795 n.s. Ym+ Drug vs. Ym+ DMSO: Trametinib p = 0.9397 n.s., Verteporfin n = 1, PND- 1186 p = 0.9717 n.s., Ly294002 
p = 0.2123 n.s. QYm+ Drug vs. QYm+ DMSO: Trametinib p = 0.2125 n.s., Verteporfin p = 0.3039 n.s., PND- 1186 p = 0.0328, Ly294002 
p = 0.0643 n.s.

(a)

(c) (d) (e)

(g)

(b)

(f)

http://biorender.com
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PKC/MAPK inhibitors decreased the viability of human UM cell lines 
in some studies, they were found to be ineffective in both a UM 
mouse model and UM clinical trials (Gonçalves et al., 2020; Jager 
et al., 2020; Moore et al., 2018). Consistent with the mouse and 
human results, we recently reported that PLCβ- ERK signaling is 
down- regulated in GNAQQ209L- driven tumors in the mitfa- deficient 
background, suggesting that it is largely dispensable and that de-
creased expression of MAPK transcriptional targets correlates with 
poor UM patient prognosis (Phelps et al., 2022). Aligning with the 
mouse, zebrafish and human tumor results, our larval drug screen 
showed that Trametinib (MEKi) failed to decrease, and even trended 
towards increasing, the representation of GFP+ cells in Qm+ or 
QYm+ larvae, and did significantly increase their representation in 
m+ larvae (Figure 3d). These results raise the possibility that MEK/
ERK signaling is anti- proliferative in the larval melanocytic lineages. 
Moreover, they support the use of our larvae assay as a valid pre-
clinical screen for UM inhibitors, as they mirror the known effects of 
MEKi in both mouse UM studies and clinical trials.

We next extended our proof- of- principle studies to determine 
the impact of inhibition of the major UM downstream effector, YAP. 
To do this, we first treated m+, Qm+, Y+, and QYm+ larvae with 
Verteporfin, which disrupts the YAP/TAZ- TEAD interaction (Giraud 
et al., 2020; Liu- Chittenden et al., 2012), but has also been found 
to be non- specific and toxic (Zhang et al., 2015). Relative to their 
DMSO controls, Verteporfin reduced the representation of GFP+ 
cells in Qm+ larvae significantly (p = 0.0146), as well in both QYm+ 
and Ym+, although neither reached significance (Figure 3e). This 
finding is consistent with the notion that YAP/TAZ- TEAD inhibitors 
can impede the increase in the proportion of melanocyte lineage 
cells driven by UM oncogenes but needs to be interpreted with cau-
tion given Verteporfin's known toxicity. Given this, we extended our 
analyses to another GNAQ- YAP pathway inhibitor. Specifically, FAK 
was recently identified as an upstream activator of YAP in UM, and 
a FAK inhibitor, PND- 1186, has been shown to impede UM cell line 
and transplantation survival (Feng et al., 2019). We tested PND- 1186 
in our assay and found that this significantly decreased the propor-
tion of GFP+ cells in both Qm+ and QYm+ larvae, but not the m+ 
controls (Figure 3f). Notably, PND- 1186 also had no effect on Ym+, 
exactly as expected since YAPAA is constitutively active and thus 
FAK- independent. This indicates that the GNAQ- FAK- YAP pathway 
is important for the GNAQ- driven mitfa- expressing proliferation 
phenotype, and argues strongly that the heightened proliferation 
phenotype in QYm+ relies, at least in part, on GNAQ activation of 
YAP/TAZ. Most importantly, our findings underscore previous con-
clusions that FAK inhibition is a promising UM therapeutic.

Finally, we sought to inhibit another downstream effector of 
GNAQ/11- PLCβ4- RasGRP3, PI3K- Akt, using the PI3K inhibitor, 
Ly294002. This has not been previously tested in in vivo UM models 
but was shown to be a promising inhibitor against UM cell lines in 
vitro (Babchia et al., 2010; Farhan et al., 2021; Ye et al., 2008). In 
a preliminary experiment, Ly294002 decreased the proportion of 
GFP+ cells in both Qm+ and QYm+ larvae (Figure 3g). Further ex-
periments are required, due to the small sample size, to determine if 

this particular PI3K inhibitor, or newer PI3K inhibitors not yet tested 
in UM cell lines, could be a promising in vivo therapy against UM.

In summary, this study determined that mitfa- deficiency and/or 
GNAQ oncogenic signaling drive the expression of melanocyte lin-
eage precursor genes and proliferation programs. It also revealed that 
high expression of a neural crest transcriptional signature correlates 
with decreased UM progression- free patient survival, emphasizing 
the negative impact of dedifferentiation on UM prognosis. These 
findings are not entirely unexpected, given that dedifferentiation is 
a hallmark of aggressiveness in many cancers (Jögi et al., 2012). It 
also fits with prior observations in UM. First, loss of BAP1, which is 
located on chromosome 3, is thought to enable UM metastasis by 
promoting dedifferentiation (Matatall et al., 2013), although this has 
yet to be demonstrated in in vivo UM models. Second, we recently 
reported that the absence of MITF, which also resides on chromo-
some 3, promotes the development and aggressiveness of zebrafish 
UM tumors, which are associated with a more dedifferentiated state 
(Phelps et al., 2022). Our current study shows that this dedifferenti-
ated phenotype is a very early consequence of mitfa- deficiency and/
or GNAQ oncogenic signaling, well before these cells achieved the 
transformed state. Finally, we have identified a proliferation pheno-
type in both GNAQQ209L and GNAQQ209L;YAPAA larvae, which can 
be harnessed to screen for candidate UM therapeutics in vivo. This 
assay corroborated prior findings that FAK, and not MEK, inhibition 
is an effective therapeutic against UM in in vivo mouse models (Feng 
et al., 2019; Moore et al., 2018) and suggests that PI3K inhibitors 
also merit further evaluation. We believe that this method will be a 
useful resource for the field to conduct preclinical trials of candidate 
UM therapeutics.
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